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FROM HIGH SPEED IDPS D. J. Joswiak, D.E. Brownlee, Dept. of Astronomy, 
Univ. of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195, J.P. Bradley, MVA Inc., 5500 Oakbrook 
Parkway, Atlanta, GA 30093, D.J. Schlutter, R.O. Pepin, Dept. of Physics, Univ. of 
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As we reported last year [I], all of the highest speed stratospheric IDPs that we have identified by the 
stepped He release method of Nier and Schlutter [2], contain GEMS as a major component. GEMS 
are submicron rounded units composed of glass with embedded metal and sulfide grains. 
Internal composition gradients in GEMS, consistent with extensive pre-accretional irradiation, 
have been reported by Bradley [3]. Many of the properties of GEMS are consistent with 
astronomically observable effects caused by interstellar silicate grains [3,4,5]. We report here 
detailed elemental analyses of the internal compositions of GEMS in a subset of IDPs selected on 
the basis of their high speed entry into the atmosphere, an indicator of likely cometary origin. 

The five IDPs used in this study are porous anhydrous IDPs averaging 10pm in diameter and they 
had maximum atmospheric entry temperatures ranging from 775 "C to 1000 "C as individually 
determined from stepped He release measurements. The presence of magnetite rims and lack of 
solar flare tracks in the five particles are consistent with the measured He release temperatures. 
Using measured mass and density, we computed most probable entry velocities for this set of 
particles to range from 17 to 24 km/s. As discussed previously [I], particles with entry velocities 
above 16 kmls have a very high probability of being cometary. To date, we have conducted detailed 
compositional analyses of 15 GEMS from 100 nm thick microtome sections of these IDPs. The 
analyzed GEMS were chosen as well defined grains that were clearly composed of silicate glass 
containing large numbers of prominent rounded sub-grains of Fe metal and Fe sulfide. The 
presence of aFe was confirmed in most of the GEMS by diffraction. The studied GEMS range 
from 85 nm to 400 nm in diameter with a mean size of 210 nm. All analyses of the sectioned GEMS 
were done with a JEOL 1200 EX STEM equipped with a Noran Voyager 3 x-ray analyzer. 
Automated analyses were performed for each GEMS using a linear array of evenly spaced spots 
running from edge to edge. The analyses utilized a focused 7 nm beam of 120KV electrons and the 
x-ray data were quantified with Cliff-Lorimer technique correction factors determined from 
mineral thin-section standards and NIST thin film standard 2063a. 

The results are shown in the figure. The presented data are the Si/O atomic ratios and the CI 
normalized MgISi and AVSi ratios. Each cell in the figure represents the edge to edge scan across 
a GEMS with 10 to 13 analysis spots. The Mg/Si data show that all of the GEMS studied have strong 
systematic Mg depletions. Eight of nine of those with the highest Mg contents have decreasing 
MgISi ratios a t  one or both of edges. Some of the GEMS with large total Mg depletions show Mg 
increases at  the edges. In contrast to Mg, AVSi is not systematically depleted from CI and 
although there are factor of two variations in the AVSi ratio over 10 nrn distances, it is not evident 
that there are consistent edge effects. The Si/O plots show moderate Si depletions at  half of the 
edges but no cases of significant enrichment. In many cases depletions of both Mg and Si at  
GEMS edges result in oxygen contents above those accounted for by stoichiometry, as previously 
pointed out by Bradley [I]. Although not plotted, the GEMS also show strong depletions of S and Ca 
(see table). In comparing composition profiles with the measured entry temperatures we see no 
obvious correlation with the limited data set. This work implies that internal composition 
gradients are preserved in GEMS heated as high as 1000 "C during atmospheric entry. We did 
observe mineralogical changes with temperature. In the highest temperature particles, metal and 
sulfide components are barely discernible from the glass matrix. They appear to have been 
degraded by heating and then diffused into the glass matrix. 
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These results indicate that GEMS in probable cometary IDPs have large, highly peculiar internal 
compositional gradients a t  the 10 n m  scale. The gradients survive atmospheric pulse heating to 
temperatures near 1000 "C and provide important clues to the origin of these primitive components 
that appear to have been heavily processed by irradiation. The compositional gradients are 
complex and although trends are seen, there are large nanometer variations among GEMS. In 
some cases depletions are symmetrical although this is rarely the case. Although GEMS are a 
major component of these IDPs, the large systematic depletion of Mg, Ca and S in GEMS shows 
that they cannot be the dominant component of IDPs with bulk chondritic elemental composition. 
An important goal of future work will be to determine how these elements are depleted, why Si, A1 
and 0 are retained and to determine which complimentary materials in IDPs carry the elements 
lost from GEMS. 
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